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1 yellow sun

Counting to 100 is so much fun.
Start by counting 1 yellow sun.



2

3

4

5

bunny rabbits

chirping birds

wild mushrooms

colorful trees

chirping birds
Tweet.
Tweet.

wild mushrooms



6

7

8

9

lampposts

benches

cotton candy 
treats

hot dogs

lampposts

cotton candy 

hot dogs



10 people in
the park

You did it! 1
Turn the page 

and count to 20.



20 boats There are so many kinds of seaworthy vessels. 
Count them from 1 to 20.

Find the 
hidden octopus.

Follow the anchor 
lines to their ships.

Find the two 
striped rowboats.



How many red flags 
can you find?

How many anchors do you count?



Find the 
hidden kitten.

30 umbrellas These umbrellas are dancing in the rain!
Count them from 1 to 30.

Which umbrella looks 
like a fruit?



Where are the rain boots?

 Which umbrella would 
you take to the beach? 

Count the umbrellas 
with polka dots.

Ribbit
Ribbit



How many sheep are there?

40 animals It’s snack time for these animals.
Count them from 1 to 40.

Find the 
hidden wolf.

Moo!

Baa!



Which goat is missing its beard?

Find three
spotted cows.

Moo!

Maa!



50 vegetables

START

Welcome to the vegetable garden!
Count them from 1 to 50.

Follow the maze
to help the dog
find his bone.

Point to all
the rabbits.



FINISH

Count all the cabbages.
Then, count all the pumpkins.

Find the
hidden bird.

squeak!



Find the 
hidden bee.

60 f lowers Spring is in the air with 
blooming f lowers! Count 
them from 1 to 60.

Mmm!



Count the 
ladybugs. 

What color
are the gloves?

Point to all the turtles.



How many holly berries are there?

Which animal made these tracks?

70 snowf lakes Snowf lakes are falling in this winter 
wonderland! Count them from 1 to 70.

Hello!



Find the pink snowflake.

Find 6 differences
between the snowmen.



Where is 
the swordfish?

Count all the jellyfish.

80 f ish Look at all the funny f ish under the sea!
Count them from 1 to 80.



Where is 
the shark?

Find the 
hidden sea star.



How many buttons 
have 4 holes?

90 buttons Buttons come in all shapes, sizes, and colors!
Count them from 1 to 90.

Find the button with a heart on it.



Point to the 
largest button.

Which button is being 
sewn? Untangle the blue 

threads to find out!

START

FINISH

Buttons come in all shapes, sizes, and colors!
Count them from 1 to 90.



How many mice 
are in this picture?

How many 
bracelets did the 

little mice collect?

How many mice 
are in this picture?

How many 
bracelets did the 

little mice collect?

100 beads There are 10 beads on 10 bracelets. 
That makes 100 beads! 
Count them from 1 to 100.

Find 2 
identical 
bracelets.

Which beads
are shaped
like flowers?



Find all the beads 
that look like 

hearts.

Find all the beads 
that look like 

hearts.

There are 10 beads on 10 bracelets. 
That makes 100 beads! 
Count them from 1 to 100.

Count all
the red
beads.

Count all
10

bracelets.
You got 
this!
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For toddlers who love to count comes 
a super-sized look and fi nd learning adventure 
packed with endless hours of fun! Kids will love 

progressively counting from 1 to 100 as they get 
lost in full-spread scenes that are jam-packed with 
delightful objects, puzzles, and more! Featuring 
prompts that inspire discovery on every page, 

mastering numbers up to 100 has never 
been more educational, engaging, 

and entertaining!

Fun 

prompts 

on every 

page!

Counting,puzzles,& more!
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